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The 16 lessons will include
teaching and classroom
activities. We will also

complete the lessons with
homework practices. The
results will be recorded.

Coding with
Micro:bit

Learn to code using the
buttons and gestures; learn
to apply variables; Logical
operators: IF-THEN-ELSE

(with AND&OR); Radio
Wireless Control and Arrays.

2 millions units of micro:bits
worldwide ... 

in January 2020, teachers and
students of 146 countries met
the micro:bit in London
education technology show.

BBC Micro:bit UK

From early 2016, up to 1 million
micro:bits were distributed
across the UK in a project led by
BBC Education. Micro:bit.ORG

https://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/latestnews/2018/two-million-bbc-micro-bits-distributed-globally
https://microbit.org/impact/case-studies/milestones-for-the-bbc-microbit/
https://microbit.org/about/#top


Design Images
Let the culture to

communicate with
images, animated

pictures and the spatial
connection of words and
images and acquire the

digital literacy

Design and
Animation

Learn to design images,
resize, adding objects,

words in creating digital
greeting cards, animated

images, picture and photo
editing, the

communication design in
social media, apps and

web blogs.

Animated pictures

Photo editing



Learn to apply
coding

After the basic knowledge in
block coding with micro: bit,

the children will apply the
knowledge in creating

animated stories and events
with IF-THEN-ELSE, sounds, and

the sequence of moving
objects.

Coding with Scratch

Animated Words

Talking Tales

Animated Cartoons



Learn to design the
2D object

Learn to set up projects,
learn from the tool bar,
drag into the interface,

learn to shape the panel
and navigate; learn to
create the 2D objects,

integrate them and the 3D
object design.

3D printing and
Design

Integrating 2D objects

Designing 3D objects



Apply strings and
variables in games.Learn to create games,

animated characters,
and 3D modelling. 

ROBLOX and GAME
DESIGN

Apply the logical operators:
IF-THEN-ELSE

Use tables and arrays.
Playing educational Roblox experiences and

develop the creative thinking skills with
coding and games design.



WEB Page Design
Learn to create a web-page

with images, videos and
hyperlinks. You can also learn
the content design between

mobile and desktop interfaces..

WEB PAGE DESIGN

Mobile Page Usability
Design



The StyleThe learners will learn
HTML elements and how

to use them to tell the
browser to display the

content.
 

HTML and CODING

HTML Images Syntax

HTML Tables

Learn the basic skills in HTML, and create your
own Website. The lessons apply easy to

understand examples and practical projects.



Location Indication

The learners could experience
an immersive AR environment

that ignites multiple human
senses, superimposes an

image onto a user’s view of the
real world and enhances it with

sound and touch. Augmented Reality

Create the immersive AR
experiences and build

powerful augmented reality
from scratch using the right

tools.

Add an object 

Introduce a character



 Arithmetic OperatorsJavaScript is a
programming

language that adds
interactivity to your

website. 
JAVASCRIPT

Functions

VariablesEvents



Move the objects Artificial intelligence forms
the basis for all computer

learning and is the future of
all complex decision making. Artificial

Intelligence with
OpenCV

Study the postures of the
movement.

The module introduces Jupyter
Notebook to operate

movement with hand detection
in creating boxes, change the
colours, add voices and drag

and drop features.


